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The term "Nanny State" refers to the increasing government intrusion in personal life

decisions for the "peoples' own good." Advocates of a nanny state argue that it is the role

of government to assume a parenting role for adult citizens. The very notion of a nanny

state illustrates how those in power truly view us "little people": we are far too dumb to

know how to manage our own lives and we need a leviathan federal bureaucracy to tell us

what to eat or drink or what to abstain from. The most recent example of the nanny state

in action is the legislation by Congress to expand the regulatory powers of the Food and Drug

Administration (FDA) to include tobacco. President Barack Obama, himself an admitted smoker who has

struggled to quit but suffers frequent relapses, has vowed to sign the legislation into law.

It is ironic that those active in the drug decriminalization movement expressed optimism that Obama

might make strides to roll back the war on drugs/drug prohibition when it appears that he is actively

seeking to expand it (much like he is doing with the War on Terror). The proposed legislation would allow

the Food and Drug Administration to "ban some chemicals in tobacco products.... The F.D.A. would have

the power not only to consider changing existing products, but also to ban new products unless the

agency found they contributed to overall public health."

The absurdity of the new rules seems almost comical. One of the measures includes a requirement that

advertising must be designed by the FDA and occupy 50 percent of the packaging. Can any smoker today

honestly say they were not aware that smoking was unhealthy when they started? Or that, if there had

been only a bigger, flashier warning on the package they might not have taken those initial puffs? Such

self-delusion is only common to the lawmakers in Washington D.C.

Another sad irony is that when the federal bureaucracy inserts itself into such matters, it is always prone

to abuse by special interests. Patrick Basham of the CATO institute explains the involvement by Philip

Morris, one of the world's largest tobacco corporations, in creating the legislation.

Handing tobacco regulation over to the FDA, as Congress is poised to do, is an

epic public health mistake. It is tantamount to giving the keys of the

regulatory store to the nation's largest cigarette manufacturer, Philip Morris.

The legislation that will be voted on shortly in the Senate was cooked up out

of public sight by Philip Morris, Sen. Ted Kennedy, Rep. Henry Waxman, and

anti-tobacco lobbyists. Philip Morris staffers themselves even wrote large

portions of the bill.

Indeed, Philip Morris competitors are arguing that the new FDA power will give the top tobacco company

an unfair advantage in the marketplace. National Public Radio reports:

Reynolds and Lorillard [the # 2 and 3 tobacco corporations] — oppose it, in

part because they believe it will prevent them from ever challenging the

dominance of Philip Morris and its Marlboro brand. The bill gives the FDA

broad authority over marketing and immediately clamps down on the few

advertising venues still available to tobacco companies. Maura Payne, vice

president of communications for Reynolds American, says, "As you limit even

further companies' ability to talk to their customers, you potentially … lock

into place market share trends and sales trends." Reynolds also worries that

under FDA regulation, it will now be much more difficult to bring new
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tobacco products to market — products that could enable it to challenge

Philip Morris."

The question that is never asked when the federal government attempts to take a nanny state role is

whether this action is constitutional. The Supreme Court has modified the true meaning of the first

amendment on this issue to suit the political elite by creating post-constitutional judicial doctrines

separating speech into artificial categories of commercial speech versus political speech but even under

these arbitrary and convoluted standards, the court might rule against the FDA's new restrictions. Besides

the violation of the first amendment, this action is yet another example of the federal government

usurping power that it was never granted by the U.S. Constitution.

Out of the 425 members of Congress, it would appear that once again the sole voice of constitutional

sanity was Congressman Ron Paul. Paul, himself a medical doctor very familiar with the adverse health

effects of smoking, decried the unconstitutional and unnecessary use of the federal government to act

as a nanny for adult citizens. Drawing parallels between government prohibition of marijuana with the

new legislation and the resulting black market, Dr. Paul warned about the threat of a new black market

for tobacco. In addition, Paul reminded Americans of their fleeting freedoms as compared to the

founding generation.

Hemp and tobacco were staple crops for our Founding Fathers when our

country was new. It is baffling to see how far removed from real freedom

this country has become since then. Hemp, even for industrial uses, of which

there are many, is illegal to grow at all. Now tobacco will have more layers

of bureaucracy and interference piled on top of it. In this economy it is

extremely upsetting to see this additional squeeze put on an entire industry.

One has to wonder how many smaller farmers will be forced out of business

because of this bill.
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Antitobaco bunk

They will tell us ITS FOR THE KIDS like they always say when they want to regulate something like

when they pushed for all this gun control they say ITS FOR THE KIDS but we never had this school

shooting until they passed this stupid GUN FREE SCHOOL ZONES as we know their all a bunch of liars
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Rubbish.

This article is very poorly done. You provide no scientific statistics or sound logic to show paternal

legislation is ineffective. Further, this article only provides a seemingly common-sense logic that

people are smart and make good decisions. But that's just simply not what statistics show. Most

people consistently make bad decisions and remain voluntarily ignorant. In fact, do just a bit a

research and you will find that hands down public health policy is highly effective! (Or maybe you

did and that's why you had to resort to your methods). Take the UK for instance, their campaign

against smoking is directly correlated with the decrease in smoking.

Now don't get me wrong I too disagree with many paternal laws, but this article is absolute rubbish.

Rather than simply criticizing something based on one's opinion, actual research is needed to

evaluate these sorts of laws on their merits and potential consequences. There is generally a clear

reason the government chooses to create regulation. This reason needs to first be highlighted then

systematically evaluated based on actual reason and sound evidence. This article makes fox news

look like a credit news source.
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missing the point

I think some are still missing the point. It is a fact that smoking is an unhealthy bad habit but it is the

right of that person to choose to smoke or not. Because you do not agree with that choice does not

give you the right to limit their rights/ availability of resources to exercise their rights- that is the

same thing.
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